Senior Web Engineer - Equakecreative - Remote/Contract

Equakecreative is a branding and product development agency based in San Diego, California since
1999.
We assist our partners by telling their incredible stories online and build products that fans love and
deeply engage with. Our expertise has allowed us to work alongside many world-class partners and
brands.
We’d be thrilled for you to bring your skills and leadership to our team, accelerating our mission to impact
businesses around the globe in the most positive way.

Purpose
The Senior Web Engineer will be responsible for designing, developing, and testing technical solutions
and contributing to the team delivering a quality product that meets the client requirements. The engineer
should also have a solid understanding of American major league sports including but not limited to NFL,
NBA, and NHL. They will also act as a mentor within the overall team.

Key Responsibilities

●
●
●
●
●
●

Understand and be able to communicate the technical concepts and the client requirements to
ensure delivery of a high-quality technical solution
Understand and be able to explain the roles and responsibilities within the team and how to work
within an Agile environment
Provide clean code to ensure consistent delivery of high quality to the standard expected within
the team
Perform peer code review and provide constructive feedback
Create user stories and oversee other team members in this process
Contribute to technical documentation for implementation

Experience, qualifications, and skills

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Minimum of 5 years experience, preferably in sports and entertainment-related company
Proficiency in HTML/XHTML/CSS, HTML5/CSS3, NodeJS (backend), and React (frontend)
Understanding of SQL commands and ORMs and how to backup and restore a database
Knowledge of QA processes and tools or any frameworks
Understanding of continuous integration process and tools
Experience with AWS, Azure, and/or other cloud providers
Basic knowledge of Docker containers and Redis desired
Awareness of the current American sports betting landscape

Apply by emailing your resume and a cover letter explaining your motivation and how you are the best
suited for this role. Email: equakecreative@gmail.com

